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Rolle’s Theorem



44--2:  2:  Rolle’sRolle’s TheoremTheorem

To understand and use Rolle’s Theorem.



An open box is to be formed by cutting squares from a 

square sheet of metal 10 cm on a side and then folding up 

the sides to form a box.  What approximate value should 

be cut out to maximize the volume?  What would the 

maximum volume be?



44--2:  2:  Rolle’sRolle’s TheoremTheorem

EXTREMA ON A CLOSED INTERVALEXTREMA ON A CLOSED INTERVALEXTREMA ON A CLOSED INTERVALEXTREMA ON A CLOSED INTERVAL

Use the derivative to find extrema by following these guidelines…

v

IMPORTANT! Critical numbers (Turning Points) and 

Endpoints are only Potential Points of Extrema (PPE).



�
Two numbers have a difference of 6.  Find their 

minimum possible product.



Sketch a rectangular coordinate plane on a piece of paper.  

Label the points (1,3) and (5,3).  Using a pencil, draw the 

graph of a differentiable function that starts at (1,3) and 

ends at (5,3).

Is there at least one point on the graph for which the Is there at least one point on the graph for which the 

derivative is zero?

Would it be possible to draw the graph so that there isn’t 

a point for which the derivative is zero?  Explain your 

reasoning.



Draw the graph of a differentiable function that starts at (1,3) and ends at (5,3).

Is there at least one point on the graph for which the derivative is zero?

There is at least one point on the graph for which the derivative is zero. 

Would it be possible to draw the graph so that there isn’t a point for which the 

derivative is zero? 

It would not be possible to draw the graph otherwise, because to be 

differentiable, the graph must be continuous.



44--2:  2:  Rolle’sRolle’s TheoremTheorem

ROLLE’S THEOREMROLLE’S THEOREMROLLE’S THEOREMROLLE’S THEOREM

If a function has the same value at two different values within an 

interval, then there must be a critical number between them. 

v

There must be a point (turning point) on the interval 

where the derivative will be zero (horizontal tangent).



44--2:  2:  Rolle’sRolle’s TheoremTheorem

ROLLE’S THEOREMROLLE’S THEOREMROLLE’S THEOREMROLLE’S THEOREM

If a function has the same value at two different values within an 

interval, then there must be a critical number between them. 
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RECALL! A function may still have a critical point where 

the derivative does not exist (at a cusp or sharp turn).



�
Find the x-intercepts of the function and then show that 

the derivative equals zero at some point between them.
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�
Find the x-intercepts of the function and then show that 

the derivative equals zero at some point between them.
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44--2:  Mean Value Theorem2:  Mean Value Theorem

To understand and use the Mean Value 
Theorem.



44--2:  Mean Value Theorem2:  Mean Value Theorem

MEAN VALUE THEOREMMEAN VALUE THEOREMMEAN VALUE THEOREMMEAN VALUE THEOREM

If a function is continuous on a closed interval [a,b] and 

differentiable on the open interval (a,b), then there is a number c

in (a,b) such that…
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Moreover, the slope of the tangent line (instantaneous velocity) 

will equal that of the secant line (average velocity) at some point 

within an interval (time).
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44--2:  Mean Value Theorem2:  Mean Value Theorem

MEAN VALUE THEOREMMEAN VALUE THEOREMMEAN VALUE THEOREMMEAN VALUE THEOREM

If a function is continuous on a closed interval [a,b] and 

differentiable on the open interval (a,b), then there is a number c

in (a,b) such that…
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NOTE! The “mean” refers to the average rate of change of 

function in the interval.
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�
Find all of the points in the interval (2,6) where the slope 

of the tangent line matches that of the secant line.

2)( −= xxf



�
Two stationary patrol cars equipped with radar are 8 miles apart on 

a highway.  As a sports car passes the first patrol car, it speed is 

clocked at 55 miles per hour.  Six minutes later, when the sports car 

passes the second patrol car, its speed is clocked at 50 miles per 

hour.  Did the sports car exceed the speed limit (of 55 miles per 

hour) at some time during the six minutes?



Sketch the graph of the derivative.  What is the relationship 

between the derivative and the behavior of the original function?



Sketch the graph of the derivative.  What is the relationship 

between the derivative and the behavior of the original function?


